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between the arms, and centrally within this
space is applied the can F, which, when co
tated, serves to move the arms EE apart, as
hereinafter described. The free bent ends c
d of the arms E E are in line with each other,
one being elevated slightly above the other,
So as to permit their extremities to pass each
other, and are provided with apertures e e,
through which the embroidering-thread is in
serted, and which, during the operation of the 6O
cam F, carry the two strands of the thread
back and forth across the path and from op
posite sides of the line of they sewing-needle,
whereby as each cross-stitch of the embroidery
is laid it is sewed to the fabric being fed be- 65
neath the presser-foot.
The cam F will preferably be secured to or
form a part of the circular ratchet-plate G,
upon which is arranged the pawl H, and these
three elements are retained in position upon
the lower end of, and the pawl H moves with,
the spiral shaftl, said end being passed through
a conforming slot in the pawl and a round ap
erture in the ratchet and cam. The upper end
of the spiral shaft I passes through the elon 75
gated slot f, cut in the horizontal lip g of the
operating-lever D, and has a bearing in the
lip J, formed on the bracket A.
The weight of the pawl His usually suffi
3o is a perspective view of portions of my de cient to keep it in contact with the ratchet G;
WCe.
but for certainty of operation I have provided
A denotes a supporting-bracket of suitable a small spring, h, which exerts a downward
configuration, carrying the foot B, the hub C, pressure upon the pawl, and thus insures its

Beit known that I, FRANKLIN H. CHILTON,
a citizen of the United States, and a resident
of New York, in the county of New York and
5 State of New York, have invented certain new
and useful Improvements in Embroidering
Attachments for Sewing-Machines, of which
the following is a specification.
The invention relates to an improvement in
Io embroidering attachments for sewing - ma
chines; and it consists in novel mechanism for
forming upon a fabric a line of embroidery in.
what is known as the “cross-stitch.'
The object of the invention is to produce an
I5 attachment which will occupy the minimum
amount of space, will effectually embroider
with gold tinsel, wool, and other kinds of
thread, and in which the thread-carrying arms
- have a limited movement toward and from
20 each other across the path of the Sewing-nee
dle in the line of the feed, all as hereinafter
more fully pointed out.
Referring to the accompanying drawings,
illustrating the invention sought to be pro
25 tected by this application, Figure 1 is a side
elevation of an attachment embodying the in
vention. Fig. 2 is a top view of same. Fig.
3 is a section on the line acac of Fig. 1. Fig.
4 is a section on the line y y of Fig. 3. Fig. 5

by means of which the attachment maybe ap firm contact with the ratchet. The pawl H,
35 plied to the presser-bar of a sewing-machine, being fitted on the squared end of the spiral 85

and the operating-lever D, which is pivoted at
a, and is, when the device is in use, connected
with the usual needle-bar of the machine,
whereby it is given a reciprocating motion
4o during the operation of sewing. The foot B
is supplied with an opening, b, through which
the needle passes in the customary manner,
and which permits the operator to view the
stitches during their formation.

-

45 Upon the foot B are pivoted the thread
arms EE, a single pivot being utilized to se

cure both the shank ends of the arms. The

ends of the bars are bent at an angle to the

main part thereof, and said ends are turned
so toward each other, whereby a space is formed

shaft I, has a movement corresponding with
that of the shaft, while the ratchet-plate G
permits the shaft to turn within the central
receiving-aperture, and hence has no move
ment except such as is imparted to it by the O
pawl H. In the operation of the device the 9
ratchet-plate G and cam F have an intermit
tent rotary movement around the verticalline
of center of the shaft I, while the pawl Hhas
a reciprocating semi-rotary motion similar to 95
and in time with that of the spiral shaft. In
order to prevent the ratchet-plate G from
turning backward, or from having any move
ment other than that imparted to it by the
pawl H, a spring chock or detent, m, is pro- IOO
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vided, whose point is in constant contact with
the upper surface of the ratchet, and falls be
hind a tooth thereof at the end of each move
ment of the pawl G and spiral shaft I.
The spiral shaft I and operating-lever D are
Similar to the devices of like name described
in Letters Patent No. 262,003, granted to me
August 1, 1882. The lever D receives its

movement from the needle-bar of the machine,
Io and in turn actuates the spiral shaft I and
pawl H. The latter rotates the ratchet G and

cam F, which calm, being of elongated form,
forces the arms E E apart when its greatest
length is transversely between them, and al
15 lows said arms to be moved toward each other
again by the force of the spring in when its
length is in line with the sides of the arms.
The two positions of the arms EE are clearly
illustrated, and need not be more fully de
2O scribed. Suffice it to say that with each down
stroke of the lever ID the pawl Hslides back
ward over the ratchet-plate G, so as to engage
a fresh tooth thereof, and with each upward
stroke of the lever D the pawl rotates the

25 ratchet a given distance.

What I claim as my invention, and desire
to secure by Letters Patent, is
1. In an embroidering attachment for sew
ing-machines, the thread-carrying arms, a cam
for spreading or moving said arms away from
each other, and means for moving them to
ward each other, combined with a lever adapt
ed to be actuated by the needle, a spiral shaft
receiving movement from said lever, and means
for imparting an intermittent rotary motion
to said cam from said shaft, substantially as
Set forth.
2. In an embroidering attachment, the thread
carrying arms, a cam arranged between said
arms, and a spring for holding said arms in
contact with said cam, in combination with a
lever adapted to be actuated by the needle
bar, a spiral shaft, and means for imparting
an intermittent rotary motion to said cam from
said shaft, substantially as set forth.
3. In an embroidering attachment, the thread
carrying arms, a cam for spreading or moving
said arms away from each other, means for
moving them toward each other, and a ratchet
plate or disk connected with said cam, in com

75

In the attachment illustrated and hereinbe bination with means for imparting an inter

fore described, I show a wire spring, t, the
lower end of which is in contact with the low
er part of the attachment, and the upper end
3o is inserted in an aperture formed in the hori
zontal lip of of the operating-lever D. The
purpose of this spring is to facilitate the move
ment of the devices, and to perform without
additional meals the upward stroke of the
35 lever D. In view of this arrangement of the
springt, I am enabled to place the embroiderer
close to the vertical line of the descent of the
sewing-needle, and to perform the downstroke
of the lever D simply by the pressure of the
4o edge of the needlc-bar resting upon the edge
of the lip (y. The movement of the needle
bar downward will depress the lever ID, and
on its upward stroke the spring t will cause
the lever to follow the bar. Ithus accomplish
45 the operation of the lever D without the usual
lips and other means which have heretofore
been employed to connect the needle-bar with
the means for operating the spiral shaft I.

mittent rotary movement to said ratchet-plate
from the needle-bar of the machine, substan
tially as set forth.
4. The combination, with the frame or brack
et A, provided with means whereby it may
be, attached to the presser-bar of the machine,
and having connected therewith the part B,
adapted to serve as a presser-foot, of the thread
carrying arms E, arranged horizontally on the
foot B, a cam for spreading or moving said
arms away from each other, means for moving
them toward each other, and means for im
parting an intermittent rotary movement to
said cam from the needle-bar of the sewing
machine, substantially as set forth.
5. The combination, with the frame or brack
et A, having the foot B, of the thread-carry
ing arms E, cam F, spring n, ratchet-plate G,
and means for imparting an intermittent ro
tary movement to said ratchet-plate from the

needle-bar of the machine, substantially asset
The construction described renders the device
6. The combination, with the frame or brack
So readily adjustable to the different styles of et A, having the foot B, of the thread-carry
sewing-machines.
ing arms E, a ratchet-plate having an attached
While I have shown the means for operat cam for spreading or moving Said arms away
ing the thread-carrying arms as consisting of from each other, means for moving them to
acamarranged between the same, and a spring ward each other, a pawl, and means for hold
55 for holding the arms in contact with the cam, ing the same in yielding contact with said
I do not wish to be understood as limiting my ratchet-plate, and means for operating said
invention to this precise construction, as it pawl from the needle-bar of the machine, sub
will be obvious that the spring might be dis stantially as set forth.
pensed with by constructing the arms of spring 7. The combination, with the frame or brack
6o metal, So as to be moved toward the cam b et A, having the foot B, of the arms E, spring
their own resilience, or by providing the arms n, cam F, ratchet-plate G, pawl H, spiral shaft
with downwardly-projecting pins, and form I, and a lever adapted to operate said shaft
ing the cam with a groove of such shape as to from the needle-bar of the machine, substan
give the proper movement to the arms, thus tially as set forth.
65 giving them positive movements in both di S. The combination of the frame or bracket
rections. The form of my invention shown is, A, having the foot B, the arms E, spring n,
cam F, ratchet-plate G, pawl H, spiral shaft
however, considered the best.
forth.
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1, lever D, and spring t, substantially as set York and State of New York, this 8th day of -

forth.

9. The combination of the frame or bracket

December, A. D. 1883.

A

A, having the foot B, the arms E, spring n,
FRANKLIN H. CHILTON.
5 cam F, ratchet-plate G, pawl H, spring h,
spiral shaft, leverD, having slot f, and spring . Witnesses: .
t, substantially as set forth.
CHAS. C. GILL,
Signed at New York, in the county of New
HERMAN (GUSTOW.

